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4.3 Accessing and manipulating data

n In logic programming, accessing data is usually done
using the unification between a goal predicate and
the head of a rule in the data base: variables get
assigned to structures and can be used to access these
structures

n Data is also manipulated by assigning it to variables
in one predicate and then use these variables in later
goals to determine instantiations for yet other
variables

n A new, additional manipulation of data is necessary
for manipulating the data base
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Accessing and manipulating terms
(I)

n Access to terms and subterms of a term is possible
using unification, by providing a general structure of
a term with variables at the places that have to be
accessed:
getleftsubtree(tree(node(_),left(X),right(_)),X).
?- getleftsubtree(tree(node(5),left(tree(node(2),leaf,leaf)),

right(tree(node(3),leaf,leaf))),X).
X = tree(node(2),leaf,leaf)
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Accessing and manipulating terms
(II)

n Terms cannot be directly manipulated in PROLOG
n If we want to change an argument in a term, we build

a new term that has the change in it (similar to
functional programming)

n If we want to change terms that are stored using the
data base, we have to retrieve the term (resp. the
clause with the term), delete the term and add the
new term (resp. a new clause) to the data base (see
later)
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Build-in predicates for basic data
types and lists (I)

n PROLOG provides several build-in predicates that
can be used to access, resp. compute with, build-in
data types and lists

n Basic comparisons are provided by X = Y, X \= Y,
X == Y and X \== Y. For = full unification is allowed,
while == only allows for variable renaming

n For numbers, we additionally have X < Y, X > Y, X >= Y
and X =<Y

n Arithmetic expressions can be formed using the is
predicate: X is Y+(5*(Z mod 2))
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Build-in predicates for basic data
types and lists (II)

n For dealing with clauses (see later), PROLOG
provides several build-in predicates:
atom(X), integer(X)

n Arbitrary terms can be addressed (and divided)
using
var(X), nonvar(X), functor(T,F,N), arg(N,T,A)

n The data base can be querried using
listing(X) and clause(X,Y)
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Build-in predicates for basic data
types and lists (III)

n For dealing with lists, PROLOG provides several
build-in predicates (although in some versions they
are not directly build-in but defined in language files
that have to be consulted first):
member(X,Y)  (with Y being a list)
append(X,Y,Z) (with X,Y, and Z being lists)

n And naturally we have [] and [X|Y] to indicate lists,
resp. indicate head and tail of a list
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Manipulating the data base (I)

n The data base is essential for the execution of a
PROLOG program

n In addition to storing the rules, the data base can also
be used to store data, by putting it in fact form (i.e. in
form of a rule with an empty right side)

n In order to manipulate this data, we have to be able
to add and remove rules (and facts) from the data
base.

n This is done using the higher-order predicates asserta,
assertz and retract
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Manipulating the data base (II)

n asserta(X) adds its argument as rule at the beginning
of the data base

n assertz(X) adds its argument at the end of the current
data base

n retract(X) removes the rule in its argument from the
data base

n All 3 predicates require that the argument is
sufficiently instantiated that we indeed have a rule.

n With clause(X,Y) we can test if a rule with head X and
tail Y is in the data base
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Manipulating the data base (III)

asserta(myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)).
F myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)

asserta(myclause([X],[Y])).
F myclause([X],[Y])

myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)
retract(myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)).
F myclause([X],[Y])

assertz(myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)).
F myclause([X],[Y])

myclause(X,Y):- help(X), help(Y)
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4.4 Structuring programs

n While in theory the rules (clauses) with a particular
predicate as head can be distributed over several files
that are consulted by the interpreter to load
everything required by a program, naturally the
sequence in which these rules end up in the data base
will have a big impact on the program

n Therefore it is a good practice to cluster the rules
with a particular head in one file and also within this
file
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PROLOG program structure
n There really is not much of a structure required in

PROLOG programs, most of the structure we see in
books or real programs is voluntary by the
programmer

n In most PROLOG versions there are
l No modules
l No types and type declarations
l No particular layout

n The only real conventions are that every rule ends
with a ".", that atoms are separated by "," and that ";"
indicates an "or" in the body of a rule


